
Camden Cycling Campaign
15th October 2021

To: transportconsultations@camden.gov.uk; Adam Iqbal, Anthony Christofi

Abbey Road – Belsize Road junction consultation- version 2

This response to the consultation on the above proposals from Camden Council is from
Camden Cycling Campaign, the local borough group of London Cycling Campaign. We
represent the interests of cyclists living or working in Camden and aim to expand the
opportunities for all to cycle safely in the borough. We have discussed this consultation by
email and online (using Cyclescape).
JAT assessment
We have carried out a JAT assessment (See our Appendix 1) of the proposed design in
which we arrived at a score of 8/24 for the junction as a whole, with four of the possible
turning movements receiving red scores .  This indicates that the junction will remain1

significantly sub-standard for cycling. We therefore cannot support the proposals.
Collision risks: There is a heavy flow of motor vehicles in both directions between Abbey
Road north and Belsize Road west. Left turns out of Abbey Road north cause risk of left
hook to cycles going ahead or turning right from Abbey Road north. Right turns out of
Belsize Road east cause risk of right turn across the cyclists path to cycles going ahead or
turning right from Belsize Road west.
Pinch points: the exit lanes on all four arms are only ~3.3m wide.
Provision of ASLs and early release
These measures can protect cyclists who are already at the front of the ASL box when the
signal changes to green but cyclists arriving during the green stage will cross the junction
with motor traffic and be subjected to the collision risks and pinch points described above.
Dedicated signal stage for cycles
We believe that the only safe solution is to provide dedicated signal stages for cycles on
both north-south and east-west approaches to ensure that cyclists can cross the junction
and pass through the pinch points while motor vehicles are held on red signals.
This would require a lead-in lane on Belsize Road east.
Guaranteed green stage for pedestrians
The all-green pedestrian signal stage should always be activated irrespective of whether
anyone has pushed a button.
Other proposed measures
We support the following measures:

● The removal of railings at all junctions for the safety of cyclists
● the provision of straight-over and diagonal crossings for pedestrians
● The tightening of the junction

Please acknowledge receipt of this response. We would be very happy to discuss any
aspect of our comments; contact details are below.

Jean Dollimore, John Chamberlain and George Coulouris
john@camdencyclists.org.uk

1 LTN 1.20 says no red-scored turning movements will generally be considered for funding.

mailto:john@camdencyclists.org.uk
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Appendix 1: JAT assessment of the design (See LTN 1/20 Appendix B)
The motor traffic counts for the AM and PM peaks are shown in the Appendix 2.
In both peak hours:

● Abbey Road has ~1000 north of the junction and ~800 south of the junction
● Belsize Road has ~300 west of the junction and ~600 east of the junction
● The largest flows in the AM and PM peak are southbound (~500) and northbound

(~440) respectively on Abbey Road
● There are heavy flows between Abbey Road north and Belsize Road east in both

directions. That is, lots of left turns out of Abbey Road north and lots of right turns
out of Belsize Road east.

In calculating the score for one movement, we consider whether the approach is
protected, the risk of collisions while crossing the junction and whether the exit is
protected.
Risk of collisions while crossing the junction:

● left turns out of Abbey Road north cause risk of left hook to cycles going ahead or
turning right from Abbey Road north

● right turns out of Belsize Road east cause risk of right turn across the cyclists path
to cycles going ahead or turning right from Belsize Road west
All of these movements receive red (zero) scores

There is no approach lane on Belsize Road east and the exit lanes on all four arms are
~3.2-3.3m wide, not one of them providing any protection.
The remaining movements each receive a score of 1.



Diagram showing scores for the turning movements

Appendix 2 - Traffic counts from spreadsheet supplied by LB Camden
AM peaks 8-9am

PM peaks 6-7pm


